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April 18, 2008 6 min read these days, it's good to be green. So much so that companies like Target, Macy's and Dell are marketing eco-friendly products more than ever. Businesses swear allegiance to all green things by promoting Earth Day, which takes place on April 22, just like any other marketing holiday. Efforts to go green should be welcomed, but experts stress the
importance of living up to environmentally friendly claims. Nothing will sink the company faster than the realization by its customers that it is only interested in good PR and not in real change, says Nick Kaestner, founder of Green Squared Consulting.For companies like Greenling Organic Delivery, TwoGreenMoms and Dropps, that won't be a problem. These companies are built
around products and services that make it easier for consumers to minimize their impact on the environment. Meet the socially responsible entrepreneurs who make a profit trying to save the planet. Door to Door OrganicsThe green lifestyle is nothing new for Greenling Organic Delivery co-founder Mason Arnold. He was a pioneer in organics after graduating from the University of
Texas at Austin in 2001. Arnold, 29, set up his first business, EarthAction Lawn and Landscape, an environmentally responsible lawn company, in 2002. He sold it two years later to run Greenling in 2005.The Austin-based company supplies fresh organic produce directly to customers. Greenling currently supplies to Austin and San Antonio, but Arnold says he plans to extend
deliveries to Dallas and Houston within 18 months. Ultimately, Arnold would like to expand the service across the country. We've developed a system that is exactly the time frame for inventory, so it reduces the time it takes for food to get from farm to table by more than half, says Arnold. We deliver a more nutritious product and we are able to deliver it much faster. We believe
that everyone in the country should have it available. Greenling, which had revenue of $1.3 million in 2007, serves about 1,200 housing customers and 30 to 40 wholesalers. While Arnold promotes a fun work environment for his 17 employees, he also practices what he preaches. The company acquired the computers from Dell after researching its recycling and conservation
efforts. We research every company we work with to make sure they share our core values, Arnold says. We abandoned providers and service providers before simply because they don't seem to share our values of conversation and sustainability. In addition to providing services that are good for consumers and the environment, Arnold uses his expertise in organics to entice
Austin's locals to turn to conserve energy. Arnold also created a private organization, the Texas Organic Association, to give voice to his industry. Moms Gone GreenJust a few months ago, Jill Clarke and Mandy DuPuy were two moms mom they could do something to help the environment. Now, they are co-founders of TwoGreenMoms, a website that launched in February
2008.Their product: reusable totes to replace plastic bags. Polypropylene totes are available with or without insulation, green or blue. The green bag has the saying Little Green Bag, while the blue bag carries the phrase Girls Gone Green. In addition to to totes with utterances, TwoGreenMoms also has a setup. The duo decided to create their own line of eco-friendly handbags to
attract women like them who want to be green but also stylish. I wanted a bag cut than the ones I was carrying, says DuPuy. You can be walking grocery store advertising for just so long. DuPuy, 40, and Clark, 37 - who both work out of their Waco, Texas, home - were friends for seven years before deciding on a partnership. The idea of green sweepstakes sparked when Clark,
who also owns a specialty item company, Kiddoozie, began noticing her customers asking for eco-friendly products. Clarke, the team's sales guru, saw the need for sweepstakes and decided to fill the niche. She and DuPuy started giving bags to friends as birthday gifts. Much to their surprise, the reaction was overwhelming, and their close-knit Waco community began to spread
the word about their product. This year, based on early sales figures, Clark and DuPuy are forecasting $150,000 in revenue. TwoGreenMoms not only want to change their community, but also want to have an impact on future generations. We are the mothers of the world, Dupuis says. If we can convince all the moms of the world to raise the next generation as more socially and
environmentally aware, they will grow up having these practices. Eco-friendly laundry Is just like TwoGreenMoms, Dropps offers a product that makes it easy for consumers to go green. Dropps, founded by 52-year-old Jonathan Propper, was launched in 2005 with The Laundry Dropps product. This eco-friendly liquid laundry detergent - which was listed in O Oprah Magazine's O-
List in May - comes in pre-measured, dissolving packets. For Propper, a third-generation textile and cotton spinning entrepreneur, the evolution of Laundry Dropps began in 1979 when he founded Conshohocken Cotton Co. He developed Cot'n Wash, a concentrated detergent, to care for cotton fabrics. After his wife complained about measuring liquid detergent and clutter while
pouring, Propper decided to reformulate Cot'n Wash in 2005, renaming it Laundry Dropps. It became the first eco-friendly laundry detergent packed in pods-and-go bags. The Philadelphia-based company, which Propper says has fewer than 50 employees, reports sales in seven The product is sold by retailers such as Target, Wal-Mart and Whole Foods.When developing The
Dropps Laundry, Propper says a lot of thought has gone into the packaging. A Lot The products were focused on what was inside the package in terms of green. We also need to focus on the package itself because that's something that could ultimately make a difference in the environment, he says. To prove what a huge difference Laundry Dropps can make, Propper says the
average family can use laundry dropps for about 15 years and have the same footprint as one plastic jug of laundry powder in a landfill. The company is also doing its part to spread the green message. Remy Wildrick, partner and brand manager, says Dropps participates in public events and asks people to submit a resolution to Earth Day in his company blog. I think everyone
wants to save and save the planet in some way, but they need tools to do it, says Propper. Dropps is a very affordable, easy way to conserve water, energy, plastic and trees. How to reduce your carbon footprint, even if your company isn't built around a green product, there are still many ways your office can join the green effort. According to Kestner, the best place to start is
lighting. Switch to fluorescent lamps and make sure the light is not left on what is not required. Also, adjust the heating, ventilation and air conditioning system, install programmable thermostats, and your utilities provider do an energy audit to make your identity the ways you can simplify, he advises. Kestner also proposes to organize green teams to attract employees and direct
future initiatives. That's the kind of environment Arnold created in Greenling. Whatever we do, we try to look for ways internally and externally to help guide ourselves, our company and our community towards a more sustainable future, he says. Thursday marks the 40th anniversary of Earth Day. In 1970, the first official holiday was organized by Senator Gaylord Nelson of
Wisconsin. This day has become a time to stop and recognize our right to a healthy and sustainable environment and to think about what we can do to promote it. We are proud that last year, here at Good Housekeeping, we took the giant step of introducing the Green Good Home-storage seal to help consumers make informed choices about which items on the market are really
better for the environment. We have long encouraged you to choose energy efficient products, looking for the Energy Star label when you shop for home appliances and consumer electronics. Although this government program came under threat recently last week, just in time for Earth Day, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Energy (DOE) issued
a disjointed press release stating that there would be improvements to the program, and that effectively immediately, companies would be required to submit EPA tests for approval before their products can carry the Energy Star logo. But energy efficiency isn't the only area that people are concerned about. Last week the EPA spent Titled Coming Together for Clean Water, in
which 100 water experts from across the country met in Washington to focus on the challenges facing our country's water. We can all make small changes around our homes and in our lives that will make a difference to the planet. Perhaps the simplest: Changing the light bulbs in your home to compact fluorescent bulbs (CFLs). From the EPA website: If every home in America is
replaced with just one incandescent light bulb with an ENERGY STAR-qualified CFL, in one year it will save enough energy to light up more than 3 million homes. This would prevent greenhouse gas emissions equal to emissions of about 800,000 vehicles. Another simple step: Don't leave charging cords or electrical appliances plugged in when you're not using them. Many
devices use electricity even when they are turned off... For example, this is how your TV can react to the remote control telling it to turn on. It is estimated that 10% of your electricity bill is due to energy consumption by appliances and electronics that are off. I know it's a pain and you won't see a huge change in your electricity bill, but if everyone does it the impact on your overall
energy consumption can be huge. Also, check out our history for everyday things you can do to save energy around your home. It is important to think about being kind to the planet on Earth Day. But don't stop thinking about the planet at midnight.... take action all year round to protect the world in which we live. This content is created and supported by a third party and is
imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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